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Principle of Operation V200FF (IP FA T6100)
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Design of the T6100 relies on a proprietary integrated solenoid
valve module interposed between the flapper-nozzle pilot and
the booster section. Upon signal failure, an electrical charge
stored within the active electronic circuit controlling the
integrated solenoid valve module maintains the current to the
voice coil at its last setpoint. Simultaneously, a high energy
pulse closes the solenoid valve, trapping the signal pressure
within the signal chamber at the last setpoint. The booster
continues to provide its normal forward and exhaust flow, with
the constant signal pressure now captured and maintained
within the signal chamber.The electronic circuit activates the
solenoid valve immediately upon detection of a signal that
falls below a base value of 3.5mA. Upon restoration of the
signal, the electronic circuit sends a high energy pulse to open
the solenoid valve, restoring the pilot section’s pressure
control of the signal pressure to the booster as in a typical
transducer. The electronic detection circuit, in series with the
T6100’s signal conditioning circuit, merely adds an additional
voltage drop to the T6100’s normal control loop.
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